Here, we conduct a comprehensive study of three different magnetic semiconductors, CrI3, CrBr3, and CrCl3, by incorporating both few-and bi-layer samples in van der Waals tunnel junctions. We find that the interlayer magnetic ordering, exchange gap, magnetic anisotropy, as well as magnon excitations evolve systematically with changing halogen atom. By fitting to a spin wave theory that accounts for nearest neighbor exchange interactions, we are able to further determine the microscopic spin Hamiltonian for all three systems. These results extend the 2D magnetism platform to Ising, Heisenberg, and XY spin classes in a single material family. Using magneto-optical measurements, we additionally demonstrate that ferromagnetism can be stabilized down to monolayer in nearly isotropic CrBr3, with transition temperature close to that of the bulk.
as CrI3 19 and CrBr3 20 are expected to exhibit FM ordering between the layers, while CrCl3 21 shows interlayer antiferromagnetic (AFM) order in the ground state. Yet, in ultrathin CrI3 samples, spins in adjacent layers are instead AFM coupled, giving rise to giant tunnel magnetoresistance when all layers become unipolarized by a relatively small magnetic field [5] [6] [7] [8] . Such findings motivate the study of interlayer magnetism in the entire chromium trihalide family down to the bilayer limit. At the same time, since the easy axis is different for the three bulk compounds, we also expect to realize different spin models in their 2D form as well as quantum phase transitions driven by magnetic field.
It has been shown that tunnel junctions can be a sensitive probe of magnetic order in ultrathin magnetic semiconductors or insulators 5-8, 22, 23 . To this end, we have fabricated graphite/CrX3/graphite heterostructures that are fully encapsulated by hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). A schematic illustration of our devices is shown in Fig. 1a and the detailed fabrication procedure can be found in the Methods section. In brief, we exfoliated CrX3 within a nitrogenfilled glovebox and stacked them between top and bottom graphite electrodes before encapsulation by hBN on both sides. Optical images of the devices are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 and their current-voltage characteristics are shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 .
We begin with temperature-dependent transport behavior under zero magnetic field. In to their respective bulk magnetic transition temperatures (CrI3: 61K 19 , CrBr3: 37K 20 , and CrCl3: 17K 21 ). For magnetic tunnel barriers, it has been found that the resistance either decreases or increases abruptly below the critical temperature depending on whether the magnetic ordering is FM or AFM, respectively [22] [23] [24] . This is caused by a spin filtering effect 22, 25 , which effectively lowers (raises) the spin-dependent tunnel barrier upon exchange splitting in the FM (AFM) state. A schematic of this effect is shown in the inset of Fig. 1b . Our devices consist of layered magnetic semiconductors in a vertical transport geometry, and therefore we expect our measurements to be most sensitive to the interlayer magnetic ordering of the few-layer samples. We thus assert that
CrCl3 and CrI3 exhibit interlayer AFM coupling in their ground state, while CrBr3 shows interlayer FM coupling. For CrCl3 and CrBr3, this is consistent with measurements of the bulk crystal, while those for CrI3 indicate the opposite (FM coupling) 19 .
We would like to understand whether the observed interlayer magnetic ordering persists down to the ultimate limit of two atomic layers; however, the resistance kink in the temperature dependence is less apparent for thinner samples due to a smaller spin filtering effect (see Supplementary Information Fig. S3 ). We therefore turn to the magnetic field dependence. Here, ground state AFM and FM ordering will yield different magnetoresistance behaviors. In Figs. 2a, b, and c, we show resistance vs B ⊥ (field perpendicular to the layers) at several different temperatures for the three bilayer (2L) CrX3 devices. In general, the tunneling resistance is smallest when spins in adjacent layers are parallel. First, for 2L CrI3 at low temperature (Fig. 2a) , the resistance decreases abruptly when the field exceeds ~0.75T, indicating a spin-flip transition from the AFM ground state (antiparallel out-of-plane) to a parallel spin state at higher field. This resistance change decreases with increasing temperature until it completely disappears above the magnetic transition temperature. These observations are consistent with previous findings 5, 6 . In comparison, the resistance of 2L CrCl3 also decreases substantially with field ( Fig. 2c) , reflecting that the layers are AFM coupled at zero field. The resistance evolves continuously, however, as spins point in-plane in the ground state and gradually rotate with out-of-plane field. The easy axis of CrCl3 shall be characterized and discussed in more detail later in Figs. 4 and 5. Finally, for 2L
CrBr3, the low-temperature resistance is unchanged with field ( Fig. 2b) , since a spin-parallel FM state has naturally formed and states with both layers spin up or down would show no difference in resistance.
In order to confirm this scenario, we have further performed magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) measurements on another 2L CrBr3 sample (Fig. 3a) . Since the MCD signal is proportional to total out-of-plane magnetization, it can resolve the difference between these two spin states with degenerate resistance. The results taken at several different temperatures are shown in Supplementary Fig. S4 . At low temperature, a finite magnetization is observed at zero field with hysteresis between field sweep up or down, corresponding to switching of the total spin direction of the FM coupled layers. In contrast, bilayer CrI3 shows no net magnetization at zero field as the layers are AFM coupled 1, 5, [9] [10] [11] . The critical coercive field needed to flip the spin polarization is also much smaller for CrBr3 (10mT at 5K). We have further performed MCD measurements on 1L, 3L, and 6L CrBr3 and observe similar behavior (Fig 3a and Supplementary Fig. S4 ). The temperature at which the hysteresis disappears is estimated to be 27, 36, and 37K for 1L, 2L, and 3L, respectively. Interestingly, this transition temperature is not much decreased down to monolayer (Fig. 3b) .
The low coercivity of 2D CrBr3 suggests that it may also possess low magnetic anisotropy, a characteristic of many soft magnets. In addition to interlayer magnetic coupling, we would also like to understand the in-plane magnetic anisotropy of all three 2D compounds in greater detail.
We begin with comparing the difference in magnetoresistance behaviors between perpendicular and parallel field configurations for the few-layer devices at low temperature (Figs. 4a and 4c).
For CrI3, the critical field needed to fully polarize all the spins in-plane is three times larger than that out-of-plane ( ∥ =~6.5T ≫ ⊥ =~2T ). In contrast, the out-of-plane critical field is slightly larger in CrCl3 ( ∥ =~2T ≲ ⊥ =~2.4T). For CrBr3, however, magnetic anisotropy cannot be directly determined by magnetoresistance since interlayer FM coupling results in nearly constant resistance independent of field orientation (see Supplementary Fig. S6 ). Instead, we compared the MCD response of few-layer CrBr3 for out-of-plane and in-plane field and obtain Finally, the easy axis of CrCl3 is in-plane with small anisotropy -it requires a slightly smaller field to rotate the spins within the plane than it does to fully cant them perpendicular, which suggests a weak XY spin model.
These observed differences motivate a detailed microscopic understanding of the spin
Hamiltonian for all three 2D systems, which can be extracted through observation of their excitations (magnons) at low junction biases. Towards this end, we have measured the a.c.
conductance (dI/dV) vs d.c. voltage V of all three 2L devices using standard lock-in methods (see Supplementary Fig. S10 ). The conductance abruptly increases when the voltage reaches a magnon energy due to the opening of an additional inelastic scattering channel 6, 26, 27 . The magnon energies can then be seen as peaks in the |d 2 I/dV 2 |spectrum. In Fig. 5a , we show, as a color plot, the evolution of |d 2 I/dV 2 | vs V with magnetic field along the hard axis for all three 2L trihalides, while similar data along the easy axis is shown in Supplementary Fig. S11a . In each case, at least two magnon modes can be seen dispersing with field. This is consistent with the underlying honeycomb lattice, which gives rise two magnon energy branches in momentum space 17 . The magnon density is largest at the M point. The observation of additional peaks indicates that we are resolving magnons with different momenta.
The observed magnon energies can be largely understood by considering only the intralayer magnetic interaction within a single layer. To estimate the effect of interlayer coupling, we note that the easy axis critical field for both CrI3 and CrCl3 (~2T for few layer) decreases substantially with reduced thickness (see Supplementary Fig. S5 ). In particular, it is ~0.1T for 1L CrI3 1 . This indicates that 2T (or 0.2meV for factor = 2) is the energy required to overcome the interlayer AFM coupling for these materials. In contrast, ⊥ c maintains a small and nearly thickness independent value for CrBr3, which shows interlayer FM coupling. This energy scale is an order of magnitude smaller than the observed magnon energies, and so interlayer coupling should only play a perturbative role. The starting point of our analysis is therefore the 2D anisotropic and M − modes, while the highest energy mode for CrBr3 is assigned to be Γ + , although M + is also faintly visible for positive voltage. When the field is applied along the easy axis ( ⊥ for CrI3, CrBr3, and ∥ for CrCl3), all magnon energies increase linearly with field with slope . We obtain an average factor of 2.2 between three materials. For field applied in the transverse direction ( ∥ for CrI3, CrBr3, and ⊥ for CrCl3), the system undergoes a quantum phase transition as the spins rotate. Here, Γ + and M ± modes remain nearly constant up to the anisotropy field, while Γ − gets pushed to zero energy. In Fig. 5a , we indeed observe that the M ± peak positions for CrI3
do not shift at low fields. In order to account for the effect of interlayer coupling, we estimate the anisotropy field, B a , for monolayer to be the difference between the critical fields applied along the hard and easy axes for the 2L devices (B a = 3.63T for CrI3; B a = 0.44T for CrBr3; and B a = 0.23T for CrCl3). At high fields, all mode energies again increase by the Zeeman shift. The dashed lines in Fig. 5a and S11a guide the eye to see this change. This simple model captures the essential features of the magnon positions and dispersions for all three compounds, indicating that the data can be largely understood by considering only nearest-neighbor interactions within a single layer.
Importantly, our analysis allows us to extract both the exchange energy J and exchange anisotropy for the 2D trihalides. In Table 1 . Surprisingly, the transition temperature is not substantially reduced down to 1L for CrBr3 and 2L for CrCl3, despite the low anisotropy in these materials, indicating that strong anisotropy is not necessary to stabilize magnetism in the 2D limit. These results will have important implications for future applications utilizing these materials. within a nitrogen-filled glove box ( 2 , 2 < 0.1ppm). Pre-patterned Au (40nm)/Ti (5nm) electrodes were fabricated on 285nm-thick SiO2/Si by using conventional photolithography and lift-off methods, and e-beam deposition. Then, vertical heterostructures of hBN/graphite/CrX3/graphite/hBN were sequentially stacked in a home-built transfer setup inside the glove box. The overlapping area of graphite/CrX3/graphite was set to be ~ 10 µm 2 . 5.6-and 7-nm-thick CrI3 (8 and 10 layers), 5.2-to 9-nm-thick CrBr3 (8, 10, and 14 layers), and 6-to 9-nmthick CrCl3 (10, 12, and 15 layers) were used for fabrication. Thin graphite flakes were used as vertical contacts to the CrX3 and connected to the pre-patterned electrodes, while hBN flakes were used as a passivation barrier. Devices were annealed at 393K in the glove box and were stored in vacuum desiccator until the devices were loaded into a cryostat. For bilayer CrX3 devices, sequential pickup 28 was used for fabrication with ~ 1 µm 2 overlapping area. 
Methods

I. Fabrication of CrX3 devices
Optical images of CrX3 devices were taken just before top hBN passivation, as shown in Fig. S1 . Cracks and wrinkles were avoided during the fabrication. For few-layer devices, we used the sequential transfer method with PDMS as our previous work 1 . Conventional pickup process using poly(bisphenol A carbonate) thin film 2 was used for the fabrication of bilayer devices due to a cracking issue. 
II. Additional information for temperature dependence
In 
VII. Spin wave calculations under an external magnetic field
In the following, we perform calculations of spin wave dispersions under an external magnetic field for monolayer honeycomb magnets CrX3. Our spin Hamiltonian only considers monolayer spin structure instead of the actual bilayer structure, because interlayer interactions are small compared to intralayer exchange interactions. Although bilayer splitting modifies the monolayer spin wave dispersions, it seems unnecessary in evaluating intralayer exchange interactions. We choose the anisotropic Heisenberg spin model below,
where J is the nearest neighbor exchange energy, i and j denote the two inequivalent Cr 3+ site, and scales the z-direction exchange strength. In particular, is greater than, equivalent to, or smaller than 1 for Ising, isotropic Heisenberg, or XY magnets, respectively. g is the g-factor for Cr 3+ magnetic moments, is the Bohr magneton, and ⃗ is external magnetic field. Depending on the experimental geometry, either or is nonzero, representing the magnetic field perpendicular to or parallel to the plane of CrX3 layers.
Without an external magnetic field, the spins in CrX3 align either along the z-axis or in the xy- show an anomaly at , as shown in the main text Figure 5 .
Input parameters and fit with experimental data
For Cr 3+ , the spin moment has = 3/2. In the honeycomb lattice, the number of nearest neighbors is = 3. At large fields, the spin wave energies increase by . g-factor is then extracted from the slope of the spin wave energies as a function of external field. g is taken to be 2.1788, which is the average of the slopes of all three compounds.
The spin wave density of states is high at Γ-and M-point, so that the experimentally observed peaks are related with two Γ-point excitations and two M-point excitations. We use the transition fields from the field dependent tunneling spectroscopy data to find a relation between J and , and identify their values fitting the calculated functional forms to the experimental results. Table S1 lists from experiment and J and from fitting results. 
VIII. Estimation of spin-splitting energy
In the top panel of Fig. S11a , we show how to deduce the exchange energy gap from the current-voltage characteristics. As described in a previous report 1 where is electronic charge, is the electric field across the CrX3, is the effective electron mass, which we estimate to be the free-electron mass, ℏ is the Planck's constant, and Φ is the barrier height between the thin graphite electrode and CrX3. In the bottom panel of Fig. 3a, we plot representative ln(J/E 2 ) vs E -1 for a 10-layer CrI3 in both the PM state (at 49K with B=0) and fully polarized state (at 1.4K with B⊥ab = 5.5T). We found that the negative slope proportional to Φ 3/2 becomes flatter from PM to fully parallel state. As shown in Fig. S12b , the splitting energies of few-layer CrX3 are estimated to be CrI3 ~136meV, CrBr3 ~122meV, and CrCl3 ~68meV. While these values are slightly smaller than those from bandstructure calculations 5 , the trend with changing halogen size is consistent. At the same time, we also observed different initial barrier heights in PM state (~227meV in CrI3, ~538meV in CrBr3, and ~943meV in CrCl3), which is consistent with calculations showing increasing bandgap with decreasing halogen atom size.
Among the three CrX3, CrI3 exhibits the largest exchange splitting gap, which can be explained by a stronger intralayer Cr-Cr superexchange. 
